KD in Cyberspace
Have you ever wondered what
that “Hair Bear Bunch” pin you won
at Kings Dominion in 1979 is worth?
Or where you could find a replacement for the “Mason-Dixon Music
Hall” souvenir spoon you lost during
your last move? How about finding
fellow coaster enthusiasts to swap
Anaconda stories with around the
globe? Your answer is just a click
away! The internet offers a host of
Kings Dominion enhancement opportunities, ranging from places to buy
and sell memorabilia to fan sites for
lovers of thrill-rides.
Souvenir traders can find a variety
of online merchants to help shop and
swap KD wares. Recent EBay
auctions include a set of “Lion Country Safari” View-Master reels ($10),
a Candy Apple Grove postcard
folder ($5.52) and an autographed Tshirt from the recent “Daytime Stars
of CBS” weekend ($10.) Yahoo
Shopping currently lists a vintage
porcelain plate featuring past attractions like the Blue Ridge Tollway and
Wacky Racers, while antiques specialist www.tias.com offers an ‘80’s
era Kings Dominion toothpick holder
available for sale. Whether you’re
looking to buy or sell, the web is a
great place to learn about the value
and availability of park memorabilia.
Cybersites devoted to thrill rides
like the Italian Job, Hypersonic and
Shockwave are equally abundant.

American Coaster Enthusiasts, the
world’s largest coaster-lovers club,
offers newsletters, user guides and
even a roller coaster calendar on its
official site www.aceonline.org. And
the interactive Coasterfanatics.com
allows visitors to share photos and
stories, rate their park experiences
and participate in polls and discussion
boards. It even has a chart listing the
average line ‘wait times’ for KD’s
roller coasters. For the truly hardcore
fan, Coasterzombies.com provides
members’ only events devoted to
experiencing the ultimate thrill ride,
like the club’s “Volcanomania”
celebration this past spring at King’s
Dominion.
The list of internet offerings for
KD lovers goes on! So before you hit
the road for your next trip to the park,
hit the information superhighway first.
You’ll be amazed at what you find!
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